
NSWRYA IOM GP3 sailing Report 
 
Saturday morning didn’t look good for sailing we where 
greeted by a lake that looked more lake a sheet of glass, the 
jetty was assembled and put out by the Koonawarra Bay 
Sailing Club members ready for the 19 entrants, consisting 
of 13 NS Welshmen, 1 Victorian and 4 Queenslanders. Boats 
included a K2, a Plan B, 3 V10’s, 4 Britpop!’s , 3 V9’s, a 
Scharming Xva, an MP4, a TNT a Cheinz, a Banana 3d and an 
Arrival.

 
As start time went by, the breeze came and went from a 
number of direction, we finally got the first race underway 
at 11:26 first windward and return and a work went fine 
then the breeze fizzled out again and the “run” down to the 
gate was more of a float, but all boats managed to finish the 
race. Racing was postponed and we had lunch waiting for 
the wind to come back. 
The course was reset after lunch and racing got underway at 
1.11pm in a strengthening NE breeze reaching maximum for 
“A” rig in the last couple of races for the day, with some very 
good pirouettes by some boats on the return leg. 11 races 
were completed after lunch 
Sunday started a bit better than Saturday but racing was 
postponed until 11.09, then 5 races were sailed with good 



NNW winds until the break for lunch and a weakening 
breeze.  
The course was again relocated during the lunch break with 
a further 6 races sailed in the afternoon in consistent ENE 
winds, racing finished just after 3pm. 
Total of 23 races were completed in near perfect conditions, 
when the wind was in, there were only 5 first places getters, 
but as the majority were won by Paul Jones who showed the 
rest of the fleet how it is done, well sailed Paul. 
Final placing’s: 
1st Paul Jones, NSW LMRYC, sailing a K2. 
2nd Scott Fleming, VIC PLRMYC, sailing a Plan B. 
3rd Greg Torpy, QLD WMRMYC, sailing a V10 
4th Lindsey Walker, NSW KBRYC, sailing a V10 
 
  

 
 
Winners are grinners. 
 
 



 
 

 
 




